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Introduction
In climate modelling, ensemble simulations have become a standard approach to filter out the unpredictable component of the Earth system, to provide estimates of the uncertainties associated with climate projections and to improve the determination of rare events such as climate extremes (IPCC 2013) . Regional Climate Models (RCM) are used to make retrospective climate simulations and future climate projections that include realistic weather sequences due to their capacity of representing the physical processes with higher resolution. RCM are integrated on a limited-area domain from initial conditions (IC) and lateral boundary conditions (LBC) provided either by an archived simulation of a driving Global Climate Model (GCM) or by gridded analyses of observations. In numerical weather prediction, it is well known that repeated forecasts launched with even minute differences in initial conditions will eventually diverge from one another (Lorenz 1963) . The same behaviour is noted in ensemble of climate model simulations, whether global or regional, which exhibit a kind of uncertainty called inter-member (or internal) variability (IV). IV can be defined as the spread between members in an ensemble of simulations that differ only in their IC. With global models the IV asymptotes to the transient-eddy variability in the limit of large ensembles. In the case of regional models, however, the LBC exert a constraint that limits the inter-member spread (at least at the large scales), which contributes to generally maintaining the magnitude of IV below the transient-eddy variability (e.g., Weisse et al. 2000; Giorgi and Bi 2000; Rinke and Dethloff 2000; Christensen et al. 2001; Caya and Biner 2004; Rinke et al. 2004; Lucas-Picher et al. 2004 and 2008a, b; Alexandru et al. 2007; Nikiéma and Laprise 2011a, b) .
A remarkable behaviour is that the RCM's IV fluctuates in time with some episodic large growth. Previous studies, such as those of Giorgi and Bi (2000) and Alexandru et al. (2007) , have shown that the IV is not associated with magnitude or nature of the IC differences. These studies converge to the same conclusion that the IV magnitude strongly fluctuates according to synoptic events in RCM simulations. It is also well documented that IV greatly varies with weather regime, season, domain size and model configuration. For instance, over mid-latitudes such as North America regional domain, it was found that IV increases with domain size and, for precipitation and geopotential height, stronger IV occurs in summer as a result of the combination of slower upper tropospheric winds, implying longer residence time within the regional domain and reduced control exerted by LBC on simulations, and stronger local forcing processes such as convection (Alexandru et al. 2007; Lucas-Picher et al. 2004 , 2008a . Alexandru et al. (2007) were amongst the first to study the IV climatology by using a large ensemble of RCM simulations with 20 members. They used the version 3.6.1 of the Canadian RCM (CRCM; Caya and Laprise 1999) to study the 1993 summer-season IV over eastern North America. Each simulation in the 20-member ensemble shared exactly the same LBC; the difference between them consisted only in a delay of 24 h in IC between each members. Their results showed that the IV magnitude strongly fluctuates with synoptic events during the simulations, and that the geographical distribution of IV differed between variables. They suggested that strong precipitation events in the southern United States appear to act as a triggering mechanism for the 850-hPa geopotential IV, which continues to develop along the storm track, reaching its maximum amplitude toward the north-east of their simulation domain. Nikiéma and Laprise (2011a, b) extended the work of Alexandru et al. (2007) in order to shed some light on the physical processes responsible of large episodic growths of IV. They performed a quantitative diagnostic calculation to identify the various diabatic and dynamical contributions to the temporal variation and spatial distribution of IV. They established IV budget equations for the potential temperature and the relative vorticity, and they identified the terms responsible for the IV fluctuations. Their studies revealed that the dominant terms responsible for the episodic large increase of potential temperature IV are the covariance term involving the potential temperature fluctuations and diabatic heating fluctuations, and the covariance of intermember fluctuations acting upon ensemble-mean (EM) gradients. Their results also indicated that the episodes of large decreases of IV occur when maxima of IV approach the outflow boundary and are eventually transported out of the regional domain by the EM flow.
It was noted in these studies that the processes responsible for IV fluctuations in ensemble of RCM simulations closely parallel the energy conversions taking place in weather systems. Hence Nikiéma and Laprise (2013, hereafter referred to as NL13) proposed an approximate formulation of an energy cycle for IV, applicable on limited-area domains, which we will use to quantify the various contributions in an ensemble of CRCM5 simulations. In this paper, we use a large ensemble of 50-member simulations over 1 year to analyze various contributions of IV energy cycle proposed by NL13. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the model used and the simulation design, and recapitulates briefly the IV energy cycle equations. Results are presented in Sect. 3 and the main conclusions are summarized in Sect. 4.
2 Model, data set and evaluation methods
Model description and simulation design
The model used in the present study is the fifth-generation Canadian RCM (CRCM5) described in Hernández-Díaz et al. (2013) and Martynov et al. (2013) . For the present study, sea-surface temperature (SST) and sea-ice coverage are prescribed from Era-Interim Reanalyses (Kalnay et al. 1996 ) that also provide the atmospheric LBC for the model; these are linearly interpolated in time for each time step for the model. Although CRCM5 code offers the option of large-scale spectral nudging, this option was not used in order to allow the IV to fully develop.
This study uses a 50-member ensemble of simulations carried out on a domain of 300 by 200 grid points, with a grid mesh of 0.3° and 56 terrain-following hybrid levels in the vertical. The free domain, excluding the lateral sponge zone and semi-Lagrangian halo, contains 260 × 160 grid points and it covers eastern North America and part of the Atlantic Ocean. All the simulations use the same LBC; the only difference between simulations is the initial time to start the simulations. Each member starts at 0000 UTC on different days from October 12th 2004 to November 30th 2004. Thus, fifty simulations were run for 1 year. The simulated data were archived at 3 h intervals, from December 1st 2004 at 0300 UTC to December 1st 2005 at 0000 UTC; data will be analysed interpolation on the following set of 15 pressure levels: 50, 70, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 850, 925, 975 and 1000 hPa.
Methodology: inter-member variability energy cycle
Expanding upon previous studies on global atmospheric energetics pioneered by Lorenz (1955 Lorenz ( , 1967 , Pearce (1978) and Marquet (1991) established an energy formalism that can be applied to atmospheric energetics over limited-area domains. NL13 applied a similar approach to establish an energy cycle for IV based on an ensemble of RCM simulations. In the following, we summarize the methodology and we refer the reader to NL13 for more details on the algebraic details. Noting by n the simulation member index in an ensemble of N members, each atmospheric variable Ψ n ∈ {T n , u n , v n , ω n , Φ n , . . .} can be split in two components: an ensemble-mean (EM) part Ψ and deviation thereof Ψ ′ :
where the EM is calculated as:
In the following the index n will be left out without ambiguity. The IV is estimated as the EM of the deviation square:
The quadratic form of the kinetic energy (K) leads to decompose its EM ( K ) into two components as:
where
is the EM kinetic energy of the EM wind and K IV = �k� 2 is the EM kinetic energy due to wind deviations from the EM, Following Marquet (1991) , the available enthalpy is decomposed in its temperature-and pressure-dependent components. The temperature-dependent component of the EM available enthalpy A is approximated as a quadratic expression and is further decomposed as
is the EM enthalpy associated with the square of the EM temperature deviation from a reference temperature T r , and A IV = C p 2T r T ′2 is the EM enthalpy due to the temperature deviations from the EM. In this formulation, T r is a constant reference temperature that is chosen so that its inverse corresponds to the time and space average of the inverse of T over the domain of interest (Marquet 1991) ; here T r = 260 K is used. The pressure-dependent component of the available enthalpy (B) is B = RT r ln (p/p r ), which is a very simple term in pressure coordinates, with p r a reference pressure that depends on surface pressure (p S ). It is noteworthy that the expressions of A IV and K IV are proportional to the inter-member variance of temperature and wind deviations, respectively.
From the basic field equations, NL13 have established the following approximate prognostic equations for A IV ,
where L E = ∂E/∂t is the tendency of the energy reservoirs E ∈ {A IV , A EM , K IV , K EM , B} and R E is the sum of all contributions to the energy E budget:
energy cycle is computed locally over a regional domain, additional boundary fluxes terms (F and H) are present; these would vanish upon integration over the entire globe. The different values in Fig. 1 represent the seasonal mean of different terms integrated over the regional study domain. These results will be discussed in the next section. This energy cycle can be extended to a further decomposition in horizontal average on pressure surfaces and deviation thereof. In this case, the IV energy cycle takes another shape with additional reservoirs and conversion terms (see NL13's Fig. 2 ). where l ≈ T r /�T � is a factor of order unity according to our choice of T r value. Together, Eqs. (5)-(9) form an energy cycle for IV in an ensemble of RCM simulations. Schematically, Fig. 1 shows the IV energy cycle that is composed of five reservoirs linked together by energy conversion terms (C and I) and "forced" by several boundary terms (D, F, G and H) . The external reservoir (B) appears due to the fact that mass is not constant over an open limited-area domain. The terms G acts as generation term for A EM and A IV , whereas kinetic energy is destroyed by dissipation terms D. Because the where Figure 2b and c show the vertical profiles of available enthalpy components due to mean stratification (A EMS ) and baroclinicity A EMB , respectively. A EMS is the biggest reservoir of the total EM available enthalpy (A EM ) and its vertical structure still reflects the choice of T r . On the other hand, the baroclinic available enthalpy A EMB has the same magnitude order as the EM kinetic energy (K EM ) (panels c and d in Fig. 2 ; note the different scale used for different panels in Fig. 2) , with values in around few hundred Joules per kg. Figure 2c shows that A EMB decreases with height in the troposphere, indicating that maximum gradients (i.e. differences between local and the isobaric-mean temperatures) are found near the ground. Similar profiles prevail in all seasons, but with different intensities; summer has the smallest values and winter the largest, and spring and autumn intermediate values, in agreement with known climatological features for this region of the world.
The kinetic energy of the ensemble-mean wind, K EM , (panel d in Fig. 2) is maximum near the tropopause, reflecting the presence of the stronger upper-tropospheric winds associated with the jet stream. Again similar profiles of K EM prevail in all seasons, but with different intensities; summer has the smallest values and winter the largest, and spring and autumn intermediate values, in agreement with the known variations of the intensity of the jet stream. The agreement between the seasonal variations in the magnitudes of A EMB and K EM is a consequence of the thermalwind relation that prevails in mid-latitudes at large scales. Figure 2e presents the time evolution of the different EM energies integrated over the whole domain. Results shows To get a physical sense of the meaning of these numbers, we note that a heat source of 11.6 W/ m 2 applied for 1 day results in an energy accumulation of ~1 × 10 6 J/m 2 . In summer these numbers decrease to about 6 and 8 W/m 2 per day, respectively. As shown in Fig. 2e , the contribution associated with the mean stratification (A EMS ) is large, with values are around 1.4 × 10 7 J/m 2 , but it exhibits little seasonal variation. The pressure-dependent part of available enthalpy is very large (B ~10 8 J/m 2 ), but it varies little in time as a result of surface pressure variations.
Available enthalpy and kinetic energy due
to inter-member variability Figure 3 shows the vertical profiles of EM available enthalpy associated with inter-member variability of temperature (A IV , panel a) and EM kinetic energy associated with inter-member variability of winds (K IV , panel b), averaged horizontally on pressure surfaces over the study domain and in time for each seasons. The results indicate that IV contributions are smallest in winter and more important in spring and summer, and to a lesser extent in fall, confirming earlier results (e.g., Alexandru et al. 2007; Lucas-Picher et al. 2004 , 2008a . It is noteworthy that the contributions from the EM fields shown earlier in Fig. 2 exhibited their largest amplitudes in winter. Figure 3c shows the time evolution of the domainaveraged values of A IV and K IV (note however the different scales). One notes the strong synchronicity of the time variations of the two fields (time correlation of 0.96); to a good approximation, K IV ~5 A IV , reflecting the thermal-wind balance that prevails for the perturbations given that the atmosphere is in hydrostatic and quasi-geostrophic equilibrium (see "Appendix"). Figure 4 presents the maps of seasonal-mean vertically integrated fields of A IV and K IV . Both variables show similar horizontal distributions at all seasons, with maximum IV energies in the northeast, outflow part of the study domain. The smallest values of IV energies occur in winter as noted before, in part because of the stronger advection of IV energy out of the domain by mean winds, resulting in stronger control exerted by LBC that limits the inter-member spread in the ensemble, while stronger local processes, such as condensation and convection, can explain the higher values of the IV in summer (Nikiéma and Laprise 2011a, b) . Furthermore, results show that IV energies are also important in spring and autumn compared to those of summer (see Fig. 4 ). This result will be commented upon later in Sect. 3.3.1.
Inter-member variability energy cycle in the ensemble of simulations
We will now proceed to evaluate the contributions of the terms in the budget equations for the energy reservoirs E ∈ {A EM , A IV , K EM , K IV , B}. Let us recall that in Eqs. (5)- (9), the terms L E represent the time fluctuation of reservoirs of energy E in the 50-member ensemble of simulations; it is evaluated as a centred time difference of the energy E between two archival times (3 h) in the simulations. The terms R E are the sum of all the contributions to the tendency of energy E; they are calculated by evaluating numerically the terms in Eqs. (5)- (9), based on archived samples in the simulations, after their interpolation in pressure surfaces, and using numerical approximations for the derivatives as required.
The panels in Fig. 5 give an overview of the contributions of the various terms in the equations for the reservoirs A IV , K IV , A EM and K EM ; each dot represents the seasonal-and domain-averaged value of a term in the energy equations. One first notes that, as expected, both L E and R E are small, but not quite identical. In principle, the budget should close, L E = R E , but in practice the equality is only approximately satisfied due to the numerous discretization approximations and time sampling. A detailed analysis revealed that the time variations of L E and R E are highly correlated (C ≥ 0.95). Hence, the sum of incoming arrows for each IV energy reservoir corresponds approximately to the sum of outgoing arrows in Fig. 1 . Figure 5a indicates that, on average, the most important source of A IV is the conversion term C A , followed by the diabatic generation term G IV , while the conversion term C IV acts as a sink with similar magnitude as C A , but of opposite sign. The other terms contribute little in a domain-averaged sense. Figure 5b indicates that, on average, the conversion terms C IV and C K contribute positively to the tendency of K IV , while the dissipation term D IV and boundary flux terms F KIV and H KIV contribute negatively. Figure 5c shows the various contributions to the A EM budget: the terms G EM and I AB generally act as sources, except I AB that acts as sink in winter, and the term C EM acts as sink for all seasons, except in winter when it acts as a source that counteracts the sink due to I AB . The other terms have negligible contributions in a domain-averaged sense. Figure 5d shows the different contributions to the K EM budget: the term C EM is the dominant source of K EM , except in winter when it acts as a sink that is offset by a positive contribution by -H KEM . In the two following sub-sections, we will successively look at the horizontal and vertical structures and time evolution of the various contributions in order to shed some light on the physical meanings of the various energy sources/sinks and exchanges between reservoirs. Figure 6 presents the maps of the contributions of the various exchange terms in the IV available enthalpy (A IV ) and IV kinetic energy (K IV ) budget equations, for each season. We note that, in a vertically integrated and timeaveraged sense, most individual contributions tend to act systematically as either positive or negative contribution to the IV energies. Figure 7 shows meridional-vertical cross-sections of the longitudinal mean of various contributions to A IV and K IV budget equations. At least in the troposphere, panels in Fig. 7 confirm the systematic positive or negative contributions of each term, except for the term (−H KIV ) that exhibits negative sign in mid-troposphere and positive sign near the surface and above the tropopause; this result will be commented upon later in sub-Sect. 3.4.
Energy exchanges between inter-member variability reservoirs
The conversion terms C A and C K are positive in all seasons, which corresponds to transfers of energy from EM to IV reservoirs. The term C A corresponds to covariance of temperature and flow anomalies acting upon the EM temperature gradient, and the term C K corresponds to covariance of components of flow anomalies acting upon the EM flow gradient. The fact that these terms are positive implies that the eddy fluxes are down the gradient of the EM state. As mentioned at the end of Sect. 3.2, IV energies are important in spring and autumn, and in summer (see Fig. 4) , because of the conversion terms that feed mainly IV reservoirs (see Figs. 1, 6 ). In spring and autumn, the terms C A and C K are important compared to their values in summer due to higher values of covariances of pertur-
shown) that are down the gradient of the ensemble-means
The term C IV represents a conversion between A IV and K IV . Figures 6 and 7a show that −C IV = 〈ω′α ′ 〉 < 0 in all seasons, so this term acts systematically to transfers energy from A IV to K IV . This reflects the fact that anomalies of vertical motion ω and temperature are negatively correlated, 〈ω′T ′ 〉 < 0, meaning that vertically upward (downward) motion anomalies accompany warm (cold) anomalies, on average. This is equivalent to baroclinic conversion from perturbation potential energy to perturbation kinetic energy in weather systems (e.g., Lorenz 1955 Lorenz , 1967 .
The contributions of diabatic processes (such as condensation, convection and radiation) are contained in the term G IV = l〈T′Q ′ /T r 〉. Figures 6 and 7a show that this term acts as a source for A IV . This implies that diabatic heating anomalies and temperature anomalies in the ensemble are positively correlated, as noted before by Nikiéma and Laprise (2011a, b) .
Figures 6 and 7b also indicate that in all seasons K IV is lost through dissipation processes in term
in a similar fashion to weather systems. As shown in Figs. 5 and 7, the terms F AIV and F KIV act systematically as large sinks for A IV and K IV , respectively; this represents the fact that A IV and K IV are transported out of the regional domain by the EM flow. Figure 7b reveals that the vertical cross-section of (−F KIV ) acts upon K IV mostly in the high-levels of the troposphere (see thirdcolumn panels), with maximum contribution in the vicinity of the tropopause (250 hPa). This result confirms that the faster upper-tropospheric winds near jet-stream level favour the transport of IV kinetic energy out of the regional domain, thus contributing to reduce the IV kinetic energy.
To summarise, our results reveal that the A IV reservoir is fed by the term C A at the expense of the A EM reservoir, with the diabatic term G IV also contributing to fill the A IV reservoir but to a lesser extent. The reservoir A IV is mostly converted to K IV through the "baroclinic" term C IV . The K IV reservoir is also fed by the C K term that converts energy from K EM . Finally the K IV reservoir is drained by dissipation in the D IV term and advection out of the domain by the F KIV term. Note that, at the seasonal scale, the third-order term H AIV is negligible in the A IV budget, while the term H KIV acts as a weak sink in the K IV budget.
To gain some further physical insight, the term C A is split into its two components,
∂p , and the time evolution of their domain-averaged values is displayed in Fig. 8 . Both contributions are positive at all time, which implies transfer energy from the A EM reservoir to the A IV reservoir, as mentioned before. The larger component C AV is positive because 〈ω′T ′ 〉 is negative and ∂〈T〉/∂p generally positive over most of the troposphere. Physically, a negative covariance means that, on average, warm (cold) anomalies have an upward (downward) motion anomaly, thus transporting heat down the gradient. The smaller component C AH is also positive sign, which implies that the covariance of temperature and horizontal flow anomaly vector are directed against the EM temperature gradient. In the meridional direction, this means that 〈v′T ′ 〉 > 0 on average. Physically, this means that anomalies transport warm air poleward and cold air equatorward. Fig. 1 ). Since the reference temperature and pressure have positive signs, the negative sign of I AB (= − (RT r /p)〈ω〉) is associated with a positive vertical motion (〈ω〉 > 0 i.e. downward motion), on average in the study domain (result not shown). The strong negative contribution of I AB over the Caribbean corresponds to the subsiding branch of the Hadley circulation in the subtropics. Figure 9a shows the mean sea level pressure map in winter. Over the region of interest, there are the two large persistent surface atmospheric high-pressure centres, namely the Canadian High located over the continental North America and the Bermuda High located over the Azores extending westward to Bermuda over the North Atlantic Ocean, and one low-pressure centre, the Icelandic Low extending westward to the Labrador Sea. The insert in Fig. 9a shows a good correspondence between the negative contribution of I AB and the expected subsidence associated with the high-pressure centres and the Hadley circulation. In summer the Hadley circulation pattern moves southward, and hence subsidence over the Caribbean weakens. Figure 9b shows that the Atlantic high pressure moves westward towards Bermuda. The pattern of I AB reflects overall these changes.
Energy exchanges between ensemble-mean reservoirs
For the A EM reservoir, the terms C EM and I AB act in opposite way with the same order of magnitude (Figs. 1, 5c ) because the EM temperature (〈T〉) only deviates from the reference temperature Tr (=260° K) by <5 % (result not shown). C EM is the conversion term between the two EM energies (A EM and K EM ). For K EM budget, the large value of C EM in winter is mainly offset by H KEM due to the large values of the horizontal divergence of EM geopotential flux [see the equation for H KEM in Eq. (8)]. Results also confirm that the EM kinetic energy is lost by the dissipation processes in the term D EM (see Figs. 1, 5d ).
Decomposition on isobaric surface and deviation thereof
Figure 10 presents the regional energy cycle as in Fig. 1 , but with the A EM reservoir further decomposed into mean stratification (A EMS ) and baroclinicity (A EMB ). As mentioned previously, the baroclinic term (A EMB ) has the same order as K EM . In parallel with energy conversion in weather system, A EMB can be attributed to available energy, i.e. potential energy that is available to be converted into kinetic energy, while A EMS is unavailable. The A EMB reservoir is fed by A EMS via the conversion term C EM BS . On average, this conversion term has a positive sign at all pressure levels in the troposphere for all seasons (see green lines in Fig. 11c) . Contrary to what has been seen for the others reservoirs, the transport term -F AEMB of A EMB contributes positively at all seasons (see Fig. 10 ), mainly in the lower troposphere (see blue light plots in Fig. 11c ). C EMB and C AB are conversion terms from A EMB to K EM and to A IV , respectively; they are parts of the large conversion terms C EM and C A , respectively. The EM available enthalpy due to stratification (A EMS ) is fed by the term G EMS due to processes associated with condensation, convection and radiation (result not shown). A EMS is lost by transport out of the regional domain in the term -F AEMS and by conversion in the terms C EMS and C AS . Figure 11 shows the vertical profiles of various terms in the A IV , K IV , A EMB and K EM budgets. For all reservoirs, results reveal that the tendency terms (L E ) nearly vanish at all levels as a result of an approximate balance between positive and negative contributions. This means that there is very little energy trend at the seasonal scale. For A IV , it is clearly shown that the positive contributions, namely G IV and C A , are counterbalanced by C IV at all levels (see Fig. 11a ). Figure 11b shows the contributions for the K IV budget where the term C K is balanced by the transport term −F KIV at all levels, with maximum values near the tropopause, whereas C IV is offset by -H KIV in the mid-troposphere. But near the surface, −H KIV is offset by the dissipation term −D IV . For K EM , Fig. 11d shows the same result where −H KEM is offset by −D EM near the surface.
The time evolution of horizontal and vertical gradients
, indicates a positive sign Fig. 11 Vertical profiles of different terms in A IV , K IV , A EMB and K EM budget equations on pressure surface. a A IV budget on isobaric surface. b K IV budget on isobaric surface. c A EMB budget on isobaric surface. d K EM budget on isobaric surface for both, mostly due to a large contribution of the horizontal gradient term (see Fig. 12a ), resulting in a negative contribution on average of -H KIV to K IV budget (as mentioned previously; see Figs. 1, 5b) . Figure 12b compared to Fig. 11b reveals that the vertical distribution of −H KIV is due to its vertical gradient term (−∂ Φ ′ + k ω ′ /∂p). Since −∂�kω ′ �/∂p is a small third-order term (not shown), these results reveal that the vertical gradient of the covariance of vertical motion and geopotential fluctuations (−∂�ω ′ Φ ′ �/∂p) is linked to the friction processes (
, in agreement with Ekman pumping mechanism. Near the ground, ∂�ω ′ Φ ′ �/∂p is a negative gradient (i.e. 〈ω ′ Φ′〉 increases with height (see Fig. 12c ), indicating that negative geopotential perturbations (Φ ′ < 0) are associated with upward vertical motion perturbations (ω′ < 0). Above the 900 hPa level in the troposphere, −H KIV acts negatively to K IV tendency due to positive vertical gradients of 〈ω ′ Φ′〉 (see Fig. 12c ).
Summary and conclusion
Following the paper of NL13 where an approximate formulation was proposed for the energy cycle of IV, this study is done to document the IV energy cycle by using a large ensemble of RCM simulations driven by identical boundary conditions. In a 50-member ensemble whose members differ only in their initial conditions, the various energy reservoirs of IV and exchange terms between reservoirs were evaluated in 1-year (2005) simulations performed with the fifth-generation Canadian RCM (CRCM5) over an eastern North American domain. Results were analysed and some physical interpretations were made.
Results showed a remarkably close parallel between the energy conversions associated with IV in ensemble simulations and the energy conversions in weather systems. Indeed, the energy conversions associated with IV perturbations appear to behave in a similar fashion to those of transient-eddy energy (e.g., Lorenz 1955 Lorenz , 1967 Pearce 1978; Marquet 2003a, b) . The fluctuations of available enthalpy (A IV ) are generated by diabatic processes such as condensation, convection and radiation (term G), and this energy is converted to IV kinetic energy (K IV ) trough the conversion term C IV . Results also show that kinetic energy due to IV is destroyed by dissipation processes (term D). Because the simulations were performed over a limit-area domain, some boundary flux terms (F and H) also contribute to IV energy budgets; these terms would not have any contribution over the whole globe. Physically, the terms F contribute to reduce IV energies by their transport out of the regional domain.
This study reveals that RCM's IV is a natural phenomenon arising from the chaotic nature of the atmosphere. In term of perspective, similar study can be done to analyze seasonal transient-eddy energy in comparison with those obtain in the present study. Since it is known that the RCM's IV is smaller than the transient eddy variability, such studies can help to get further understanding on RCM's uncertainties. 
